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Rainplan Wins 2023 USWater Prize
Tucson, AZ—November 14, 2023— Today, the USWater Alliance proudly
revealed the 2023 USWater Prize winners, with Rainplan awarded the
Outstanding Private Sector prize. Winners were recognized for their
innovation in water management and sustainability and are pivotal figures
driving positive change in the face of national water and climate challenges.

The OneWater champions awarded this year stand out for their dedication to
developing scalable approaches to water solutions. Rainplan, honored as the
Outstanding Private Sector Organization, is acknowledged for its role in
demystifying and simplifying the adoption of green infrastructure. The online
marketplace empowers stakeholders by providing a centralized platform for
connection and collaboration.

"At a time when communities are feeling the brunt of water-related stresses,
it is critical to shine a light on the OneWater champions who have dedicated
themselves to innovation and developing scalable approaches to OneWater
solutions”, stated Mami Hara, CEO of the Alliance.

Yvonne Forrest, Chair of the USWater Alliance Board, expresses gratitude to
all candidates and celebrates the diversity and ingenuity of this year's
distinguished awardees, including Rainplan.



The complete list of 2023 USWater Prize winners includes:

● Outstanding Cross-Sector Partnership: Corvias Infrastructure Solutions
and Prince George’s County, MD: The Clean Water Partnership

● Outstanding Public Sector Organization: Orange County Water District
and Orange County Sanitation District

● Outstanding Private Sector Organization: Rainplan
● Outstanding Nonprofit Organization: DigDeep’s Colonias Water Project
● Outstanding Public Official: Pittsburgh City Councilperson Erika

Strassburger
● Outstanding Rising OneWater Leader: Rob Woodman
● Outstanding Artist: Maritza Alvarez
● Outstanding OneWater Communication: waterloop
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ABOUT RAINPLAN 

Rainplan is a DC-based technology company that created the first national, all-inclusive
nature-based solutions resource platform. Rainplan’s mission is to take a complicated project
process and make it inclusive for all people to add value to their property with
environmentally conscious upgrades.
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